The Commonwealth of Kentucky

Quick Reference Guide
Resident Search Tool &
Exporting Client Lists to Excel

Resident Search Tool and Exporting to Excel Overview
kynect benefits users such as those with the kynector, QE Hospital, and QE Pregnancy
roles use the Resident Search Tool to search and filter for their associated Residents or
created benefit applications.
Users can use the Resident Search Tool to export a detailed list of Residents to Excel
with contact information, request for information (RFI) details, case and enrollment
information, and important dates. A kynector’s complete list of associated Residents
can be exported from the kynector information section.

Searching for Residents and Exporting to Excel

1. Navigate to the middle of the kynector Dashboard or QE Dashboard to find
the Resident Search Tool.
Please Note: kynectors can only use the Resident Search feature
for their associated Residents. kynectors should navigate to the
Request Access Module to find existing cases.
2. Enter the Resident information such as first name, last name, case number,
application number, or social security number.
Please Note: The search feature displays up to 200 associated
Residents or created applications. Exporting to Excel also displays
up to 200 associated Residents or created applications.
3. Click “Search”.
4. Once you have desired list of Residents, click “Export to Excel”.

Exporting a Complete Client List to Excel

1. Navigate to the kynector information section at the top of the kynector
dashboard.
2. Click “View More” from the kynector dashboard.

3. Click “Export Client List” from the expanded kynector information section.
4. Open downloaded Excel document.

Please Note: Users with the QE Hospital or QE Pregnancy role who
still need help after referencing this Quick Reference Guide can
call (800) 635-2570 for additional assistance. kynectors should call
the Professional Services Line at (855) 326-4650 for assistance.
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